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paWS Workholding has been providing clamping and 
fixturing solutions to the manufacturing community 
since the early 1990’s. We have a wealth of experience 
in solving workholding challenges in production milling 
environments. our staff of dedicated, knowledgeable 
engineers and designers can look at your workholding 
needs and develop a first class solution to help you 
achieve your manufacturing output goals.

our team of Workholding Specialists use their com-
bined knowledge along with some of the industry’s 
leading Cad/CaM tools, such as Master CaM and 
SolidWorks, to design and engineer the right  
workholding solution for you. We have a wealth of 
experience in i.d. collet gripping, o.d. gripping (5c), 
Vise-type clamping, V-block bridge clamping and 4th 
axis applications, as well as many custom solutions.

as the originator of our patented hydraulic Clamping 
System, we understand the importance of efficiency 

and productivity in a production milling environment. 
that is why we have developed a modular clamping 
system that allows for maximum density under the 
spindle, or Multiple part Workholding, along with  
automated clamping to reduce load times and keep 
your spindle turning!

understanding the “Multiple part Workholding 
advantage”, we believe, is critical to maximizing your 
productivity and efficiency on your CnC Milling Center.

if you are looking for a Workholding Solution, please 
send us a print of your part along with any pertinent 
information about your process. our staff will look at 
the application and, with no obligation, suggest a  
solution incorporating the use of our automated 
clamping system. depending on the application and 
budget, we will design and build traditional hand 
clamping fixture plates as well.

Workholding ServiceS

efficiency

engineered
preciSion
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The MulTiple-parT 
Workholding advanTage

hoW Can i get More Milling eFFiCienCY on MY eXiSting CnC eQuipMent?

Before

After
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Annualized ROI @ $75/hour:     $72,975.00

Current Multiple-parts

Quantity parts under Spindle 2 16

Completed parts per load 1 8

load/unload time (sec) 28 140

run time per load (sec) 281 1,709

JoB reSultS

Current Multiple-parts savings

total number of tool Changes 520,000 65,000 455,000 less

total number of load Sequences 52,000 6,500 45,500 less

parts per 8 hour Shift (@100% efficiency) 102 135 31.54% increase

time between loads (min) 4.22 26.15 21.93 add. time

time to Complete Job (hrs) 4,058 3,086 973 hours

52,000

6,500

520,000

Multiple parts

65,000

102

135 4,059

3,086

Total # of loads

part name p-nut

Make Quantity 52,000

number of tools 10

tool Change time 6.5 (sec)

Total # of  Tool Changes parts per 8 hr shift 
 (@100% eff)

Time to Complete 
 Job (hrs)

Current
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part number description # of Collets Fits on hydraulic Base

3420-5C08-dl-Cp 8 Station 5C Collet Fixture plate  8 x10” 8 3080-20-Cp

3420-5C24-dl-Cp 24 Station 5C Collet Fixture plate  12x16” 24 3080-48-Cp

3400-14-5C-lS-Cp locating Stops for 5C System

3400-15-5C-CW-Cp 5C Collet Wrench - Steel

5c colleT

perfect for gripping parts on the outside  
diameter, the paWS 5C Collet clamping system 
allows you to hold multiple parts on one fixture 
plate with the added benefit of fast clamping. 
our 5C dead length system has been designed 
with several key engineering features that make 
it ideal for od gripping when tight tolerances, 
rigidity, and part repeatability are critical.

a key advantage of the paWS 5C system is 
that it uses fixed (or static) collet sleeves, which 
control part location and provides center line 
repeatability of less than .0002” . our system 
also uses a proprietary “pull to Close” clamping 
mechanism, so parts are pulled down against 
the dead length stop as the 5C collet closes, 
giving “Z” axis length repeatability of less than  
.0002”

the 5C Collet fixture plates come in two  
standard sizes, an 8 x 10” 8-Station system and a 
12 x 16” 24-Station system. Custom cofigurations 
are available upon request.

autoMated ClaMping SYSteMS
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id colleT

expanding mandrel i.d. Collets are ideal for  
manufacturing applications that require gripping 
the inside diameter of a part.

paWS Workholding can custom make id Collets 
with work stops to match the bore of the part 
you need to hold. We have experience  
gripping on small bores and large, and can  
create a Multiple-part Workholding fixture plate 
for your manufacturing job.

depending on part diameter, it is possible to  
automatically clamp as many as eighty parts at 
a time using one of our standard hydraulic Base 
units. We can help you choose the appropriate 
amount of collets to use based on your  
application and production requirements.

FiXture plateS
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hydraulic MulTi-viSe SySTeM
 
the paWS Multi-Vise fixture plate has been developed to boost milling efficiency by getting more parts 
under the spindle.  add the ability to automate clamping with hydraulics and you have one powerful 
Workholding Solution for your production milling needs.

the Multi-Vise fixture plates comes in two sizes; the 8 x10” - 8 Station Multi-Vise and the 12 x 16” - 16 
Station Multi-Vise. the fixture plates fit on top of our standard 8 x 10” or 12 x 16”  hydraulic Base 
plates.  the package includes two machinable outer-fixed jaws with either eight or sixteen machinable, 
moveable jaws.  the fixture plate comes standard with aluminum or steel jaws.

the wedge clamps used on the system are the ok-ViSe® dk2-Vt-t.  these clamps are designed to give 
downward clamping force thus eliminating jaw lift.  With the use of hydraulics, the clamping pressure 
is adjustable and consistent on every load!  You get 3,470 lbs of clamping force per each 2”  jaw, or use 
the 4”  jaws and get 6,940 lbs of clamping force per jaw.

8 or 16 Station FiXture plateS

Multi-Vise Fixture plates locate on top of the paWS hydraulic Base unit for automated clamping.

ideal for Vertical CnC production milling applications or pallet switching. 

Jaws are machinable and come in either steel or aluminum.
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part number 16  station Multi-vise system

2017-16-ok-Cp 16 Station Multi-ViseFixture plate

3080-40-Cp 12” x 16” da40 hydraulic Base unit

1315-40-Cp  12” x 16” interface plate

3182-hpu-2117-Cp gX40 hydraulic pump (inc. hoses & connectors)

Each system includes set of pre-load vise-jaw spacers and choice of standard, side or top mounted Control Valve porting.

part number description

2018-100-a-kit-Cp  8 Multi-Vise Jaw kit - alum  * Jaw kit includes 2 fixed and 8 moveable jaws

2018-100-S-kit-Cp 8 Multi-Vise Jaw kit - Steel * Jaw kit includes 2 fixed and 8 moveable jaws

2018-200-a-kit-Cp 16 Multi-Vise Jaw kit - alum * Jaw kit includes 2 fixed and 16 moveable jaws

2018-200-S-kit-Cp 16 Multi-Vise Jaw kit - Steel * Jaw kit includes 2 fixed and 16 moveable jaws

2026-8/16-Cp pre-load vice-jaw spacers

1209-Cp accumulator package

dk2-Vt-t-Cp ok-ViSe Clamp

options and accessories

parts for Complete System

part number 8 station Multi-vise system

2017-08-ok-Cp  8 Station Multi-Vise Fixture plate

3080-20-Cp 8” x 10” da20 hydraulic Base unit

1315-20-Cp 8” x 10” interface plate

3182-hpu-2117-Cp gX40 hydraulic pump (inc. hoses & connectors)

Multi-Vise Fixture plates locate on top of the paWS hydraulic Base unit for automated clamping.

ideal for Vertical CnC production milling applications or pallet switching. 

Jaws are machinable and come in either steel or aluminum.
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part number description

3080-16-Cp paWS 4.5 x 17.25 “ hydraulic Base plate (16 available pistons)

3350-012-Cp two passage rotary union

3380-hYd-Cp hydraulic Manifiold porting components and sub-plate.

1443-Cp in-line Control Valve, hydraulic lines and connectors

3300-trun-Cp paWS 9 x 24 trunnion table

3182-hpu-2117-Cp gX40 hydraulic pump

fourTh axiS

Convert your VMC using a rotary unit and  
trunnion table to get many of the same  
advantages of a hMC at a fraction of the cost. 
paWS is proud to offer an exciting turn-key  
solution to your 4th axis milling needs.

use the paWS da16 hydraulic Base to automate 
clamping and create your own top plates based 
on your part and application. top plates are 
modular and interchangeable. Save time and 
money by reducing the number of operations it 
takes to make your part complete!

the two-passage rotary union included in the 
package allows the trunnion table to rotate 360 
degrees on a six inch center line. the trunnion 
table has an overall width and length of 9 x 24”.

turn-keY SolutionS
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Control valve is in-line and not mount-
ed on hydraulic porting block

Control valve mounted on top of the 
hydraulic porting block

Control valve mounted on side of the 
hydraulic porting block

hydraulic Valve porting options

accumulator package hydraulic pump option

gX40 hydraulic pump this is an air-
driven double acting hydraulic pump 
with 1:40 pressure ratio mounted on a 
10 litre resevoir with strainer, return 
filter and sight gage. also includes an 
integral filter/regulator 1/2’ npt port 
with 0-150 pSi air gage. Maximum 4,000 
pSi pump pressure rating. 

part 3182 hpu-2117-Cp

in-line pressure Sensor

pressure detection can help insure 
parts are properly clamped before the 
CnC Workcenter cycle starts. if the 
machine does not sense the proper 
pressure, it will alarm the machine and 
not allow the cycle to start. this kit 
includes the following: one (1) pressure 
detection Switch (1450-3900 pSi range) 
and one (1) Wire lead.

part 1210-Cp

puMpS & valveS

part 1201-Cp Standard  
porting

part 3210-Cp top Mount 
ValVe porting

part 3220-Cp Side Mount 
ValVe porting

an accumulator enables the paWS 
Clamping System to remain  
hydraulically charged when hoses are 
dis-connected. it is intended for use in 
palletized applications. the package 
includes an accumulator, p.o. Check 
Valve, pressure gage, quick  
dis-connects, and a cover. 

part 1209-Cp

there are several valve porting options to choose from when you purchase a paWS Workholding hydraulic 
Base plate; standard porting, top mount porting, and side mount porting. We can also assist you with the 
installation and plumbing of hydraulic lines on your CnC workcenter.



Solenoid M-Code activation kit

puMpS & valveS

M-Code activation allows for automated clamping and unclamping commands to be included into the CnC 
program file, and eliminates the possibility of an operator forgetting to clamp. Combined with pressure detec-
tion, the M-Code activation gives an added level of efficiency in the CnC production Milling environment.

the Solenoid Manifold kit contains the following: one (1) Solenoid directional Valve (dhe-0711-X-110/50/60 
aC), two (2) Wire leads, one (1) Manifold Block, one (1) paWS Standard Block (replaces your 3 way valve) and 
one (1) Check Valve.

11533 Liberty Street
Clio, MI 48420 USA

(866) 686-7297

pawsworkholding.com 
youtube.com/pawsworkholding


